Australia’s richest law book prize for first time authors

Awarded every two years to a first-time author of an unpublished legal work of an academic or practical nature, the Holt Prize winner will receive a $12,000 cash prize and a publishing contract with The Federation Press.

Our distinguished judging panel for 2017 comprises The Hon Justice Virginia Bell AC, The Hon Keith Mason AC QC and Professor George Williams AO.

The joint winners of the inaugural Holt Prize 2015 were:

**Dr Scott Stephenson,**
The University of Melbourne, *From Dialogue to Disagreement in Comparative Rights Constitutionalism*

**Dr Giovanni Di Lieto,**
Monash University, *Migrant Labour Law: Unfolding Justice at Work in Free Markets*

The Federation Press also published the outstanding works of these 2015 finalists:

**Dr Yee-Fui Ng,**
RMIT University, *Ministerial Advisers in Australia: The Modern Legal Context*

**Dr James Watson,**
Banco Chambers, *The Duty to Account: Development and Principles*

“Chris Holt was dedicated to publishing the best research, scholarship and analysis of the technical and political issues surrounding almost every area of law and legal policy important for modern Australia. He was equally dedicated to supporting the often previously-unpublished scholars who were producing this cutting edge work – like all entrants to the Holt Prize.”

– A J Brown, Professor of Public Policy & Law, Griffith University

For full conditions of entry, visit our website: [www.federationpress.com.au](http://www.federationpress.com.au)

The deadline for submissions is 31 March 2017